
 

 

The Cotton Patch Quilters greatly appreciate the use of 
the Lyndon House Arts Center facilities for our meetings 

and workshops.     

 

 

 

Lyndon House Arts Center 
293 Hoyt Street, Athens, GA 30601 

 

Lyndon House Arts Center is operated by 
Athens-Clarke County Department of Leisure Services 

as a center of excellence for the benefit and 
cultural enrichment of youth and adults. 

For gallery/class schedules, events and tours 
Call (706) 613-3623 

 

Gallery Exhibitions * Art classes and workshops * Ware-Lyndon 

House, c1840’s festivals and Events * Meetings and Seminars * 

Gallery Shop Resource Library * Rentals 
 

Hours of Operation 

Tuesday / Thursday 12 noon – 9 pm 

Wednesday / Friday / Saturday 9 am – 5 pm 
 

Lyndon House Arts Center receives grant support from the 

Georgia Council for the Arts through appropriations by the 

Georgia General Assembly.  The Council is a partner Agency of 

the National Endowment for the Arts. 



 

 

        
 
  
 
 
  
 
  

 
 

March 6, 7, 8, 2015 
Friday and Saturday 10 AM - 6 PM 

Sunday 12 Noon - 4 PM 
 

Admission:   
$6.00 Adults, $3.00 Children 

 

 

 

The Cotton Patch Quilters have been 

serving quilters and the community for 

25 years.  Our members live in Clarke, 

Oconee, Madison, Jackson, and Barrow 

Counties 

 

Oconee County Civic Center 

2661 Hog Mountain Road (GA53) 

Watkinsville, Ga 

The Cotton Patch Quilters have been serving quilters and the 
community for 25 years.  Our members live in Clarke, 

Oconee, Madison, Jackson and Barrow Counties 

OCONEE COUNTY CIVIC CENTER * 2661 HOG MOUNTAIN ROAD * WATKINSVILLE, GEORGIA 

★   Over 199 Juried Quilts 

★   Boutique 

★   Demonstrations 

★   Merchant’s Mall 
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The Cotton Patch Quilters is an 

organization for quilters and those 

interested in quilts and quilting. We 

welcome members of diverse interests and 

talents and from all skill levels. Our 

Meetings are held the second Tuesday of 

each month 7:00 p.m., at the Lyndon 

House Arts Center in Athens, GA. Each 

meeting features a guild or quilting related 

program and often includes speakers from 

all across the country.  Workshops are 

offered several times a year and cover a variety of topics and 

techniques from beginners to advanced. Meetings are open to 

visitors.  In addition to the monthly meeting there are quilt bees 

for smaller groups and special interests held at various times and 

locations.  If you have an interest in finding out more about 

please feel free to attend one of our meetings and/or visit our 

website at cpquilters.org  

 
 

Cotton Patch Charity Bee 
 
The charity Bee meets every Wednesday at the Lyndon House 

from 9:30ish til noonish.  The leaders of the Charity Bee 

determine which projects need to be worked on when members 

join in, sewing, cutting, pressing or whatever is necessary to 

forward the projects for that day.  Over the years, many charities 

have benefited from the quilts made by our worker bees; these 

include Prroject Safe, Prevent Child Abuse, Santa for Seniors, 

Interfaith Hospitality Network, Loren Smith Cancer Center, and 

the neonatal units at St. Mary’s and Athens Regional Hospitals.  

This past year we made over 100 quilts for a variety of needs in 

the community. In addition to making 

quilts, charity Bee workers also 

participate in programs which educate 

the community about quilting.  We 

have demonstrated quilting a the Folk 

Festival at Sandy Creek, the Harvest 

Festival and LickSkillet Market which 

are held at the Lyndon House.  The 

Charity Bee is a great way to get 

started and to meet new friends.  
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                                  Vendors 2015  

We welcome our vendors and appreciate their support of 
this year’s quilt show.  For your convenience, we have listed 
their addresses and websites on the next page for future 
shopping. 

Sewcial Studio 

Anita Heady 

Athens, GA 30605 

SewciaStudio@gmail.com 

www.SewcialStudio.com 

 

Beadjoux~Your Bead Bistro! 

Hometown Walk Shopping Center 

6750 Highway 53 Suite 103 

Braselton, GA 30517 

beadjoux@att.com 

 

Buy the Inch Fabrics 

P.O. Box 8345 

Huntsville, AL  35808 

e-mail: 

buytheinchfabrics@gmail.com 

 

Elaine’s Attic 

Betty Fortner 

The Coach, 227 Rutherford St. 

Landrum, SC 29356 

www.elainesattic.com 

 

Fiber on a Whim 

4317 Sprucebough Dr. 

Marietta, GA 30062 

Email addy: 

fiberonawhim@yahoo.com 

 

My Garage Art  

770-993-2281 

mygarageart@gmail.com 
 
Quiltricks 
Karen Comstock 
118 Buckden Pl.  
Cary, NC 27518 
http://quiltricks.com 

 

Stitches and Stories 

Rhonda Kennedy 

1547 Nat Key Road 

Falkville, Alabama 

rhonda.kennedy.dll40@gmail.com 

 
Schoolhouse Quilts 
Brenda and Fred Arrowood 
399 Sunset Memorial Road 
Forest City, NC  28043 
shquilts@nctv.com 
 
Two Sisters Quilting 
http://www.twosistersquilting.com/ 
sam@twosistersquilting.com 
 
Thread Bear Fabrics, LLC 
515 Swanee Corners Blvd. 
Suite 500 
Cumming, GA 30040 
info@threadbearfabrics.com 
 
The Sharp Shop 
Neil Cowan  
3466 Woodcrest Rd. 
Macon, Ga 31206 
neil@thesharpshop.net 
 
The Quilter’s Gallery 
Patti Cline and Cindy Page 
http://quiltersgallery.net 
quiltgallery@gmail.com 
 
YLI Threads 
1439 Dave Lyle Blvd. 
Rock Hill, SC 
http://www.ylicorp.com 
 
 
 
 

mailto:SewciaStudio@gmail.com
http://www.sewcialstudio.com/
mailto:beadjoux@att.com
http://www.elainesattic.com/
mailto:fiberonawhim@yahoo.com
mailto:mygarageart@gmail.com
http://quiltricks.com/
mailto:sarahsstationery@gmail.com
mailto:shquilts@nctv.com
http://www.twosistersquilting.com/
mailto:sam@twosistersquilting.com
mailto:info@threadbearfabrics.com
mailto:neil@thesharpshop.net
http://quiltersgallery.net/
mailto:quiltgallery@gmail.com
http://www.ylicorp.com/
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 Why We Choose a Certified Judge for the Cotton Patch Show 
 

The Cotton Patch Quilters have chosen to have a professional 

judge come and review our work.  Because we choose to invite 

a professional judge to evaluate our quilts, we benefit from 

his/her years of experience, seeing thousands of quilts in shows 

everywhere.  We expect that a professional judge will be fair 

and impersonal, providing insight into our strengths and our 

weaknesses.  A comment praising something we have done well 

brings satisfaction.  A comment on something needing 

improvement may provide us with the tools needed to produce 

a new quilt for a future show that could bring the accolades we 

desire.  Most of us hope to someday achieve a Blue Ribbon or 

specialty award.  Having a judge helps us to learn and to grow 

as quilters. 

 

*2015 Show Judge* 

 

Cindy Erickson, Award Winning Quilter, 

Teacher, Lecturer, and National 

Quilting Association Certified Judge 

 

Cindy started her career as an interior 

designer in Arizona and Utah, then 

specialized in creating appliqué wall 

hangings and clothing for boutiques.  

 

Cindy makes commission quilts and 

samples for various international 

companies and individuals (including 

RJR and P & B). 

 

She is an NQA certified Quilt Judge, qualified to judge master 

quilts, and prolific in all types of quilting including machine. She 

teaches quilting and clothing specialty classes at Bernina 

Sewing Center in Omaha as well as lecturing and classes 

around the country. 

She has been published in Quiltmaker, Fons and Porters 

Magazine and Leisure Arts Publications. She has co-authored 

books and Block of the Month patterns with Jo Morton.  

 

One of the patterns was featured on the cover of Keepsake 

Quilting Catalog. Cindy’s quilts have been shown in AQS, 
Houston, PIQS and NQA. 
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Tickets to Win! 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Be sure to cast your ballot for your 
favorite quilt before you leave the show.  

  
The ballot box can be found in the 

Rotunda.   
 
The honor of having her quilt selected as 

Viewer’s Choice is an award coveted by all 

quilters in the Cotton Patch Guild! 

Don’t forget to purchase 
tickets 

For the Raffle Quilt in 
the Rotunda. 

 

They are $1 each or 6 for 
$5.  

 
The money raised helps 
support our community 

charity work. 
 

 

Remember 
No Hands  

on the 
Quilts, 

 Please! 
 

 

 

If you want to examine a quilt 

closely, please ask a quild 
member for assistance.  They 
may even lend you a glove to 

avoid putting oils from the hands 

on the quilt. 
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Awards and Ribbons for 2015 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
Specialty Ribbons are purple and are awarded in the 

following categories: 
 

Best of Show 
Best Machine Quilting  

Best Hand Quilting  
Best Applique 

Judge’s choice  
Viewer’s Choice 

          Awards - 2015 A Journey in Quilts 
 

Best of Show 
  4006 The disintegration of the Sylvia Schaefer 

Persistence of artichokes 
 
Best Machine Quilting 
  605 Main Sequence  Sylvia Schaefer              
 
Best Hand Quilting 
  110 Crossroads to Jericho  Sandy Jordan   
 
Best Applique 
  335 Pick a Posy   Cleo Ward 
 
Judge’s Choice 
  124 Old Windmills   Gertrude Shilsky 
 
Judge’s Choice 

308 Periwinkle Lane  Shirley Bryant 
 
Judge’s Choice 
  508 Sewing = Joy   Deb Henderson 
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Awards and Ribbons for 2015 Continued 

Bed Quilts 

1st 119 Christmas in Minglewood Nan Powell 

2nd 133 Quilt for Jim McGee  Terri Jarrett 

Nee Grubb 

3rd 104 When Life Gives  Mary Colley 

You Lemons 

HM 120 Roll, Roll Cotton Bolt  Nan Powell 

HM 115 Untitled   Ellen Nelson  

HM 110 Cross Roads to Jericho Sandy Jordan 

 

Lap Quilts 

 1st 225 Celestial Orbs   Sylvia Schaefer 

 2nd 231 Thanks to Martha  Robin Benson 

 3rd 220 Out of the Darkness  Fay Rawls 

 HM 232 Ladies in Red   Shirley Bryant 

 HM 219 Snowballs   Terri Jarrett 

    

Wall Quilts Pieced 

1st 325 Sunburst   Nan Powell 

2nd 316 Basket Case   Deb Henderson 

3rd 335 Pick a Posy   Cleo Ward 

HM 308 Periwinkle Lane  Shirley Bryant 

HM 331 Blue Christmas  Brenda Richardson

 HM 301 Stargazing   Julie Allen 

 

Wall Quilts Appliqued 

 1st 423 Belinda’s Baskets  Robin Benson 

 2nd 421 Mod Flowers   Denise Stanchek 

 3rd 404 Summer Blooms  Mary Colley 

 HM 403 The Seasons Best  Shirley Bryant 

 HM 413 Chocolate Bunnies  Nan Powell 

 

Art Quilts 
 1st 515 Swamp Fire   Mary Ellen Taylor 

 2nd 521 Redplay   Cleo Ward 

3rd 522 Walk This Way  Cleo Ward 

 HM 505 Tiger Lily   Shirley Erickson 
 HM 513 African Bride   Jodie Seila 
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Awards and Ribbons for 2015 Continued 

Modern Quilt 
 1st 605 Main Sequence  Sylvia Schaefer 
 2nd 608 Amster-daze   Deb Henderson 
 3rd 603 Cabin in the Clouds  Laura Rudolph 
  
 
Collaborative Quilt 
 1st 705 Seriously   Terri Jarrett 
 2nd 702 Monday Madness  Judy Caputi 
 3rd 701 Christmas Sampler  Susan Brassard 
   

Novice 

 1st 803 Celtic Fusion   Hannah Jennings 

 2nd 806 What Was I Thinking  Andrea Striepen 

3rd 804 Spice Box   Nupur Kittur 

 HM 807 Spring Flight   Diane Klonowski 

 
Accessories 

1st 1011 Neptune’s Underwater Jodie Seila 

Garden  

 2nd 1013 Zoey    Sue Trinrud 

3rd 1006 Winter Friends  Fay Rawls 

 HM 1016 Black and White Purse Francyne Willby 

 HM 1018 New York Beauty Jacket Terri Jarrett 

 
Don’t Be Square Challenge 
 1st 2001 Tumbling Out  of  Mary Grider 

the Music Box 
 2nd 2006 No Squares Allowed  Amanda Whitsel 
 3rd 2004 Chromatic Blues  Patricia Schroeder 

 
Foreign Lands Challenge 
 1st 3001 Pueblo Nation   Francis Arnold 
 2nd 3004 The Black French Cat  Patricia Schroder 
   Who Stands Guard   
 3rd 3002 Polynesian Party  Mary Grider 

 
8-Point Star Challenge 
 1st 4001 Bright Light Special  Francis Arnold 
 2nd 4008 Rebirth   Patricia Schroder 
 3rd 4007 The Insane Red Artichoke Sylvia Schaefer 
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Quilts of the 2015 Cotton Patch Quilt Show  
 

Bed Quilts – 100 
Any quilt greater than 150” (length of one side plus width of 

one side) that is designed to be used and not hung on the wall. 
 
101, “Aussie Dreams”, Frances Arnold, MP, MQ, Made from 

fabrics purchased on a trip “Down Under” in 2008.  Original 

design, quilted by maker. 

 

102. “December’s Joy”, Terri Bear, MP, PQ.  I really liked the 

pattern and resized it to fit my daughter’s bed.  Her birthday is 

in December, the choice was Christmas fabrics.  Pattern: 

“Raspberry Delight” from the book “Skip the Borders” by Julie 

Herman.  Quilted by Pat Horning. 

 

103, “Starehe”, Susan Brassard, MP, PQ.  Starehe is a Swahili 

word for rest.  Made this quilt for my daughter, she needed rest 

and peace.  It is quilted with concentric circles joining us all 

together.  Pattern “Sweet and Simple with a “Lime Twist” by 

Lavender Lime”.  Professionally quilted by LaDonna Bassford. 

 

104, “When Life Gives you Lemons”, Mary Colley, MP, HQ, 

PQ.  This quilt was originally multicolored with a blue border.  

The border bled.  When trying to remove the blue run, all the 

color came out leaving everything various shades of yellow.  

Pattern: “Flutterby Garden” by Mary Pierson.  Hand quilting by 

maker, professional quilting by Denise Ulrich. 

 
105, “Forever Diamonds”, Mary Ann Cox, MP, PQ.  The batik 

fabrics used in the diamonds came from my stash, Mary Colley 

and Pat Dwinell stash, and fabrics purchased from Mary Jo’s.  

Pattern; “Imperial Diamonds” by Jean Nolte from “Love of 

Stitching” magazine, 2011.  Quilted by Joan Garland. 

                     

Abbreviations used:  A, appliqued; B, beaded; E, 
embroidered; Em, embellished; F, fused; FC, fabric collage; 
HA, hand appliqued; HD, hand dyed; HE, hand embroidered; 
HP, hand pieced; HQ, hand quilted; MA, machine appliqued; 
MP, machine pieced; MQ, machine quilted; PMQ, 
professionally machine quilted; PT, photo transfer; PN, 
painted; PP, paper pieced; T, trapunto; TP, thread painted; 
* For Sale. 
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Bed Quilts Continued 
 

106, “Northern Lights”, Pat Dwinell, MP, PQ.  This was a 

block of the month.  A friend had planned to do it but when she 

could not start it I took over.  Pattern:  “Border Blast” a 

Thimbleberries Block of the Month.  Quilted by Pat Horning. 

 

107, “Batik Diamonds”, Pat Dwinell, MP, PQ.  The red and 

green batik border fabric was the inspiration for this quilt.   It 

came from my stash.  Other fabrics were from my stash and 

the stashes of Mary Colley and Mary Ann Cox.  I intended to 

make a twin size but it grew.  Pattern: “Imperial Diamonds by 

Jean Nolte, Fons and Porter’s Love of Quilting, July/August, 

2011. 

 

108, “Southwest Autumn”, Shirley Erickson, MP, PQ.  Made 

with batiks and hand dyed fabrics with colors of the southwest 

desert.  Made during a Kaffe Fassett Class.  Quilted by Amanda 

Whitsel. 
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Bed Quilt Continued 
 

109, “Wonderful Workshop Teachers”, Shirley Erickson, 

MP, MQ.  Made from signed squares by workshop teachers.  A 

special thank you to all the workshop teachers who helped me 

in my quilting journey.  Original design.  Quilted by maker. 

 

110, “Crossroads to Jericho”, Sandy Jordan, MP, HQ.  I 

needed a quilt for my double sized “Murphy” bed.  All the 

material except the white and backing were from my stash.  

Pattern “Crossroads to Jericho”.  Quilted by maker. 

 

111, “Up the escalator”, Jan Leonard, MP, PQ.  I looked 

through several books to find this pattern I had seen before.  

Pattern in McCall’s Quilting, Jan/Feb, 2013.  Quilted by Pam 

Pontenberg. 

 

 

Long arm quilting available! 

 

 
 

 

 
7419 Spout Springs Rd 

Building 101 B 

Flowery Branch, GA 30542 

 

Phone: 770-965-3380 

web: bettysues.com 

 

e-mail: bettysue@prodigy.net 

 

Store Hours: 

Monday 12:00 – 5:00 

Tuesday through Saturday 

10:00 – 5:00 

Closed Sunday 

15% Off 
Purchase of 

fabric, books, 
patterns, and 

notions with 
coupon 

 
Does not include Block 

of the Months or already 
reduced fabrics. 

Long Arm Quilting available! 

mailto:bettysue@prodigy.net
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Bed Quilt continued 
 

112, “Court House Spools”, Jan Leonard, MP, PQ.  I saw this 

in a book and loved it.  Pattern is from Charity Bee Pattern 

Book.  Quilted by Pam Pontenberg. 

 

113, “Layer Slice Cake”, Jan Leonard, MP, PQ.  I saw the 

pattern at the Charity Bee and really liked it.  I already had a 

lot of batiks to make it.  Pattern: Layer Slice Cake, Quilted by 

Ellen Nelson. 

 

114, “Alexander’s Wedding Quilt”, Bobbie Monk, MP, PQ.  

This quilt is for my grandson’s wedding.  He is 15 years old now 

and I may not be able to quilt when this event arrives several 

years from now.  I want him to know how special he is to me 

and a nice gift for his bride.  Pattern:  Log Cabin Collection from 

“Quick Method Quilts” by Leisure Arts Publication.  Quilted by 

Joan Garland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Store Hours: 

Monday 2:00 pm – 5:00pm 
Tuesday thru Saturday 10:00 am – 5:00 pm 

Thread Bear fabrics, LLC 
 

515 Swanee Corners Blvd 

Suite 500 
Cumming, GA 30040 

 
Phone: 770-781-0001 

Fax: 706-781-0002 
Email: info@threadbearfabrics.com 
 

We are located on GA Hwy 20 West (Canton 

Highway) about 1.5 miles from downtown 

Cumming. We are directly across from Zaxby’s 

drive-in window on the same side of GA Hwy 20 
as Zaxby’s 

 

mailto:info@threadbearfabrics.com
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Bed Quilt continued 
 

115, “untitled”, Ellen Nelson, MP, MQ.  I went to a retreat at 

Myrtle Beach, SC several years ago.  I didn’t finish the quilt and 

it became a UFO.  I finally finished it during the 2nd Cotton 

Patch Quilt Retreat in Covington.  Pattern: “Fire 

Escape”.Atkinson Designs.  Quilted by maker. 

 

116, “So Many Squares”, Willene O’Neal, MP, PQ.  Many 

years ago Marge LaBenne designed this quilt and taught a class 

at the Village Quilt Shop in Stone Mountain.  For years it lived 

in “a box” before I removed it from solitary confinement.  There 

are a total of 1420 squares.  Pattern: “So Many Squares” by 

Marg LaBenne, Quilted by Island Quilter-Emerald Isle, NC. 

 

117, “Pennsylvania 

Impressions”, Willene 

O’Neal, MP, PQ.  While 

visiting a friend in my 

former home in 

Pennsylvania, we toured all 

of the quilt shops and saw a 

quilt we admired.  Years 

later, we searched the 

shops for six fabrics which 

blended from dark to light.  

Pattern:  based on a quilt I 

had seen years before.  

Quilted by Island Quilter-

Emerald Isle, NC. 

 

118, “Scrappy Tennessee 

Waltz”, Nan Powell, MP, 

MQ.  I made this quilt using 

scraps and my stash.  

Pattern: “Tennessee Waltz” 

by Eleanor Burns, quilted by 

maker. 

 

 

  

Sewcial Studio 
 

Sewing & Quilt Shop 

  

  

Online store:     
www.Etsy.com/shop/AnitaHeady   
Athens area pick up available        

    

Quilting Fabric ~ Patterns 

Notions ~ Tools 

 Classes ~ Felting Supplies 

  

Phone:  706-247-6143 

SewcialStudio@gmail.com 

 

www.SewcialStudio.com 

       
 

Please do not touch 

the Quilts. Ask a 
Cotton patch member 
to assist you for closer 

inspection. 

mailto:SewcialStudio@gmail.com
http://www.sewcialstudio.com/
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Bed Quilt continued 
 
119, “Christmas at Minglewood”, Nan Powell, MP, MA, MQ.  

This was a Block of the Month at Quilting Bits and Pieces in 

Eudora, KS where I worked for many years.   It was offered in 

three color ways, I decided on Christmas colors.  Pattern: from 

the book “Four Seasons at Minglewood” by Debbie Roberts.  

Quilted by Eula Lang, Lawrence, KS. *For Sale $750 

 

120, “Roll, Roll Cotton Boll”, Nan Powell, MP, MQ.  Bonnie 

Hunter does an annual mystery quilt that is always a lot of fun.  

It is now found in her book “String Fling”.  Pattern: “Roll, Roll, 

Cotton Boll by Bonnie Hunter.  Quilted by maker. 

 

121, “Proud Peacock”, 

Gertrude Schilsky,MP, HA, 

HQ.  The center piece 

“Peacock” was bought at the 

2013 Quilt Show.  Peacock is 

the national bird of India 

where I grew up, hence its 

appeal.  Original design.  

Quilted by maker. 

 

124, “Old Windmills”, 

Gertrude Schilsky, MP, HQ.  

All silk quilt made with old 

garments discarded by my 

three daughters.  Pattern 

Windmill”, Quilted by maker. 

 

125, “Flying South”, Jodie 

Seila, MP, HQ.  This quilt was 

designed to represent the 

North Carolina Mountains 

where I grew up.  During the 

fall, the maple leaves glow in 

the sun as the birds begin 

their journey south.  Pattern, 

traditional maple leaf turned 

on point.  Quilted by maker.

 

 

 

 

   

     

The Sharp Shop 

Bring your Scissors,  
Thread Nippers,  

Rotary Blades,  
Knives, etc.  

 
For the 

Sharpest Edge Ever. 
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Bed Quilt Continued 
 

127, “Stan’s Shirts: Love Remembered”, MP, HQ.   This 

quilt was made from my late husband’s (Stan Stanchek) well-

worn and much loved plaid shirts. Pattern:  “Sassy Fats” by 

Karie Patch Design, Quilted by maker. 

 

128.  “Autumn Stars”, Denise Stanchek, MP, HQ.  Pattern 

“Midnight Sky” by Lynette Jensen/ Thimbleberries. 

 

129, “French Braid:”Oriental Palms” Variation”,  Susan Van 

Eck, MP, PQ.  I took this class at the Guildcrafters Quilt Shop in 

Berkley, MI.  Pattern:  “French Braid” by Jane Hardy Miller. 

Quilted by Barbara Lusk. 

 

130, “Rachel’s Cosmos”, Amanda Whitsel, MP, MQ.  This 

quilt was made for my daughter’s graduation from high school.  

The fabric is all hand dyed by the artist.  Pattern:  “Cosmos” by 

Fon’s & Porter 2008 Easy Quilts Magazine.  Quilted by maker. 

 

131, “Kaleidoscope”, Amanda Whitsel, Paper pieced, MP, 

MQ.  The fabric for this quilt came from a 5” fabric strip swap.  

Original design, quilted by maker. *For Sale $400 

 

132, “GA Bulldog Quilt”, Linda Zacker, paper pieced, MP, PQ.  

Started in a class by Fran Viscano.  It grew and grew into a bed 

quilt.  Pattern:  center “Pretend Mariner’s Compass” by Fran 

Viscera; borders are original design.  Quilted by Dale Harrison. 

 

133, “Quilt for Jim MCGhee Nee Grubb”, Terri McGhee 

Jarrett, MP, MQ.  This quilt was commissioned by my cousin’s 

ex-husband.  Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

       Vote for your favorite quilt. 

A ballot is enclosed in this booklet for your use.  

Deposit your vote in the rotunda before you leave 

the show. 
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Lap Quilts - 200 
 
Any quilt less than 150” (length of one side plus width of one 
side) that is designed to be used and not hung on the wall. 
Includes crib quilts. 
 
201, “Horses’ Snow Day”, Terri Bear, MP, PP.  My family 

loves horses and this print.  The large print combined with the 

“Birds in the Air”, block is a win-win for us.  Pattern Big-Print 

Patchwork by Sandy Turner, quilted by Joan Garland. 

 

202, “Mother Goose & Friends”, Judy Cole, MP, PP. I made 

this quilt in hopes that someday I will have a Great Grand Baby 

to cuddle with, while I read Mother Goose to him.  Pattern: 

Mother Goose & Friends by Susan H. Garman, quilted by Barb 

Nelson. 

 

203, “Read and Remember”, Mary Ann Cox, MP, MQ.  This 

quilt was made by me from my collection of selvages and from 

10 additional selvages from friends.  The design was inspired 

from the book “Quilt from the Selvage Edge” by Karen Griska.  

The quilt was pieced using 464 selvages and black fabrics.  The 

label on the back contains an additional 16 selvages.  Pattern: 

Gems on Point from the book “Quilts from the Selvage Edge” by 

Karen Griska, quilted by the maker. 
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Lap Quilts Continued 

 

204, “My Garden’s Blooming!” Pat Dwinell, MP, HA, MA, MQ.  

This quilt was pieced using hand-dyed fabrics mixed with a few 

commercial fabrics.  The border flowers and leaves were 

machine appliquéd.  The vines/stems were hand appliquéd. 

Pattern: How Does Your Garden Grow? By Pat Wys, quilted by 

the maker. 

 

205, “Posies for Mom”, Shirley Erickson, MP, MA, MQ.  

Appliqued flowers on a field of yellow.  Looks like my mom’s 

flower garden. Pattern unknown, quilted by the maker.   

 

206, “Isabella”, Joan Garland, MP, MQ. This quilt is partially 

paper pieced.  I bought the fabric line intending to do a block of 

the month, then saw this pattern and decided to do this 

instead.  Pattern: Isabella by Toby Lescho in Fons & Porter 

Nov/Dec 2009, quilted by the maker  

 

207, “Jewel Box”, Joan Garland, MP, MQ. I went on a 3 day 

guild retreat.  Our guest instructor was Pat Speth.  This is her 

design.  I used all 5” squares to make the quilt. Pattern: Jewel 

Box by Pat Speth, quilted by maker. 

 

208, “Scrappy Mountain Majesties”, Joan Garland, MP, MQ.  

Bonnie Hunter came to our guild in 2009 and did this pattern as 

a workshop.  Pattern: Scrappy Mountain Majesties by Bonnie 

Hunter, quilted by maker. 

 

209, “Bohemian Countryside”, Carolyn Grudowski, MP, PP. 

When visiting in Chicago I saw a magazine with this quilt on the 

cover.  I thought I would pick up the magazine at home but it’s 

Australian, and had to be tracked down on the internet. 

Pattern: Georgian Lace by Pam Bono, quilted by Amanda 

Whitsel. 

 

210, “For Love of Roses”, Carolyn Grudowski, MP, PP. Years 

ago I took a class and since have made two other quilts based 

on what I learned.  Jane West taught the class at Love of 

Stitches. Pattern: French Braid Quilts by Jane Hardy Miller, 

quilted by Pat Horning. 

 

 

 You’re sure to find 

something special! 

  Visit 

   our 
Vendors 
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Lap Quilts Continued 

 

211, “Hugs and Kisses for James”, Sandy Jordan, MP, HQ.  

This is a crib-size quilt made for my first great grandson who 

was born on my birthday!  The cute fabric came from Annie’s 

Pretty Pieces in Hartwell. Pattern: X O Baby! from McCall’s 

Quilting, March/April 2014, quilted by maker. 
 
212, “Must Have Been Crazy”, Chris Langone, MP, MQ.  I fell 

in love with the blue and green fabrics.  Then decided to try this 

pattern which had angles and inset pieces.  It is so lively and 

fresh.  

 

213, “Scrappy Jacob”, Ginny Lynch, MP, PP. I attended the 

Fall 2014 CPQ retreat but before going I asked Frances Arnold 

for ideas for a project using Jacob’s ladder pattern.  She 

happened to have many scraps already cut and thus the quilt 

top was completed. Pattern: a variation of Jacob’s ladder, 

quilted by Pam Pontenberg. 

 

214, “Happy Retreat”, Ginny 

Lynch, MP, PP.  I had a pattern 

for a “tossed nine patch” which 

I started at the quilt retreat in 

Fall 2013 at FFA camp and I 

completed it at the 2014 

retreat.  Pattern: Tossed Nine 

Patch by Eleanor Burns, quilted 

by Pam Pontenberg.  

 

215, “All Roads Lead to 

Pawleys”, Ruhanna Neal, MP, 

PP. In the summer all roads 

lead to Pawleys Island, our 

family vacation destination for 

over 20 years.  This quilt was 

designed by a group of women 

who live near-by in N. Myrtle 

Beach and the fabric was 

purchased at various quilt 

shops near Pawleys Island.  

Pattern: Bali High by The 

Sweet Tea Girls Patterns, 

quilted by The Backporch 

Quilters, Murphy, SC.  

  
 

Crooked Pine Quilts  

Amanda Whitsel,  

Hull Ga. 

 706-318-2334 

 

Local Quilt Classes  

Custom Quilts 

 Longarm Quilting 

 

 
Free batting on 1st longarming 
order w/ this program. 
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Lap Quilts Continued 

 

216, “Simplicity”, Sherry Paul, MP, MQ.  I loved creating this 

two color quilt for simplicity and colors.  Pattern unknown, 

quilted by the maker. 

 

217, “Bold Color”, Sherry Paul, MP, MQ.  A layer cake of bold 

colors invited me to make this quilt.  Mixing of small blocks and 

large blocks made this quilt have a creative vies. Original 

design quilted by the maker. 

 

218, “The Chase”, Sherry Paul, MP, MQ.  This was a Jelly Roll 

experiment.  I cut the Jelly roll in half to make more narrow 

strips.  I liked the effect of a narrow Jelly Roll Race.  I added 

boarders to enhance the race.  Pattern is a simple Jelly Roll 

creation, quilted by the maker 

 

219, “Snowballs”, Terri 

McGhee Jarrett, MP, MQ. I 

made several false starts on 

this project.  I really got a 

good start when I brought this 

as the only project on a 

quilting retreat last January.  

Several snow days last year 

helped a lot too. Pattern 

traditional: Bentatex 

foundation-preprinted fabric, 

quilted by the maker.  

*For Sale $1500 

 

220, “Out of the Darkness”, 

Fay Rawls, MP, MQ.  I saw this 

quilt made up and really 

wanted to make one.  Pattern 

“CCS Wisteria Medallion” 

Pattern Workz design Studio.  

quilted by maker. 

 
 

Stitches and Stories 
Quilting 

 

Rhonda Kennedy 

1547 Nat Key Rd 

Falkville, Alabama 

 

Phone (256) 654-1043 
 

eMail: 

rhonda.kennedy.d1140@gmail.com 

 

Check out our website 

http://www.stitchesnstoriesquilting 
 

We are located in North Alabama 

and except business for anywhere in 

the United States. 

 

Hand guided machine quilting with a 

long arm quilting machine. Longarm 

supplies such as thread and 

templates, fabric, AccuQuilt cutters 

and dies and so much more... 

https://www.bing.com/maps/default.aspx?v=2&pc=FACEBK&mid=8100&rtp=adr.%7Epos.34.37767_-86.840619_Stitches+N+Stories+Quilting_1547+Nat+Key+Rd%2C+Falkville%2C+Alabama&cp=34.37767%7E-86.840619&lvl=16&sty=r&rtop=0%7E0%7E0%7E&mode=D&FORM=FBKPL1&mkt=en-US
https://www.bing.com/maps/default.aspx?v=2&pc=FACEBK&mid=8100&rtp=adr.%7Epos.34.37767_-86.840619_Stitches+N+Stories+Quilting_1547+Nat+Key+Rd%2C+Falkville%2C+Alabama&cp=34.37767%7E-86.840619&lvl=16&sty=r&rtop=0%7E0%7E0%7E&mode=D&FORM=FBKPL1&mkt=en-US
https://www.bing.com/maps/default.aspx?v=2&pc=FACEBK&mid=8100&rtp=adr.%7Epos.34.37767_-86.840619_Stitches+N+Stories+Quilting_1547+Nat+Key+Rd%2C+Falkville%2C+Alabama&cp=34.37767%7E-86.840619&lvl=16&sty=r&rtop=0%7E0%7E0%7E&mode=D&FORM=FBKPL1&mkt=en-US
mailto:rhonda.kennedy.d1140@gmail.com
http://www.stitchesnstoriesquilting.blogspot.com/
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Lap Quilts Continued 

 

221, “Country Stars”, Fay Rawls, MP, MQ.  I started this in a 

class and decided it needed to be quilted and enjoyed.  Pattern 

from “More Fat Quarter Quilts” by M’Liss Rae Hawley.  Quilted 

by maker. 

 

222, “Flower Pieces”, Barbara Redman, HA, MP, MQ.  This 

started in Becky Goldsmith’s class but kept expanding.   Two of 

the flower patterns are Goldsmith’s “Aunt Millie’s Garden”.  

Quilted by the maker. 

 

223, “Country Stars”, Christine M. Reynolds, MP, PQ.  Star 

watching and made with my husband Dave in mind.   I like to 

use blues with a number of different browns.  Pattern unknown, 

quilted by Sherry Paul.  
 

224, “Sticks and Stones”, Brenda Richardson, MP, PQ.   

Scrap quilts provide a wonderful place for all the leftover pieces 

of fabric that I cannot bear to throw away.  Pattern is “Sticks 

and Stones”, by Ruth Ann Shaeffiad, appeared in Quilter’s 

World, October, 2012.  Quilted by Sherry Paul. 

 

225, “Celestial Orbs”, Sylvia Schaefer, MP, PP, MQ.  I based 

the blocks in this design on the traditional “Robbing Peter to 

Pay Paul” block.  The center star is paper pieced to ensure a 

perfect fit, and feature bits and pieces from my favorite 

designers.  Original design, quilted by the maker.  Only one 

sashing fabric was purchased for this quilt, all others were 

scraps from my stash and those of my friends.  Pattern, 

Fantasy Vine by Judy Martin, Scrap Quilt. 

 

228, “Explosion”, Denise Stanchek, MP, MQ, unique fabric 

colors and fun piecing makes this quilt an explosion of interest.  

Pattern, Pickle Dish by Kaffe Fassett in Quilt Romance.  Quilted 

by Mary Beth Tawfik. 

 

229, “Neverland”, Francyne Willby, MP, MQ,  I love to work 

with batik fabrics and really enjoyed combining a pattern by 

Tricia Cribs with the special touches designed by Carol Britt,  

Pattern Happy Trails by Tricia Cribbs and pattern by Cosmic 

Trails by Carol Britt.  Quilted by the maker. *For Sale $500 
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Lap Quilts Continued 

 

231, “Thanks to Martha”, Robin Benson, MP, HA, PP.  Thanks 

to Martha was inspired by a gift of Liberty fabric scraps (the 

appliqué peacock feathers) from a dress belonging to my friend 

Martha Daura.  Pattern by Rochelle Martin, enhanced by 

appliqué, quilted by Richard Larson. 

 

232, “Ladies in Red”, Shirley Bryant, Hand embroidered, HQ, 

MQ.  Redwork is special to me and when I saw these patterns I 

wanted to put my own spin on them.  I framed the squares and 

made scalloped borders.  Pattern block of the month Sun 

Bonnet Sue, Patterncentral.com, quilted by maker 

 

234, “Color Magic”, Gertrude Schilsky, MP, HQ. All silk quilt 

made with scraps left over from other projects, also new fabric. 

No certain name of the pattern, main emphasis on color 

coordination, quilted by maker. 

 

 

  
 

 

 

Annie’s Pretty 

Pieces 
 

 
 

138 North Forest Ave, Suite E 

Hartwell, GA 30643 
 

706-377-3313 

 

Store Hours: 

Tuesday Through Saturday 10-6 

Closed Sunday and Monday 

 

www.anniesprettypieces.com 

 

Helping you make your pretty pieces! 

 

 Quilting Fabrics, Patterns, 

Classes and Notions 

http://www.anniesprettypieces.com/
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Wall Quilts Pieced – 300 
 
Any predominantly pieced quilt that is designed to hang on the 

wall. 

 
301, “Stargazing”, Julie Allen, MP, MQ. Created various star 

blocks designed with light, medium and dark black/white prints, 

creating a feeling of texture and depth in each block.  Added 

primary colors for graphic contrast.  Designed to appear like 

random stars in the sky. Quilted by Pam Pontenberg. 

 

302, “Wild Horses”, Kathy Betts, MP, MQ. After looking at a 

Ricky Tim’s Book called Convergence, was inspired to make this 

quilt using the bargello method, quilted by maker. 

 

304, “Sunset on the Pines”, Susan Brassard, MP, MA, MQ. 

This is my interpretation of six blocks made in a “Black and 

White Class” with Kay Capps Cross.  Added lime green to make 

it pop, quilted by Linda Wilson. 

 

305, “My Little Village”, Nancy Bruce, MP, MQ. My love of 

paper piecing prompted this village. A Carol Doak Pattern, 

quilted by maker. 

 

306, “Short and Sweet”, Shirley Bryant, MP, HA, MQ.  

Inspired by the vintage look of this pattern, added wool leaves 

to enhance the quilt.  Pattern by Kim Diehl, quilted by maker.  

 

308, “Periwinkle Lane”, Shirley Bryant, MP, MQ, Hand 

Embroidery. Inspired to make these squares from Black Cat 

Creations.  Used Crayola Crayons for the colors in the squares, 

main emphasis on color coordination, quilted by maker. 

 

309, “Vintage Log Cabin”, Shirley Bryant, MP, MQ. This quilt 

was a challenge with over 600 hundred pieces made in the Log 

Cabin design, quilted by maker. 

 

310, “Nativity”, Mary Colley, PP, MQ. Paper pieced quilt with 

black background and vibrant colors to enhance the theme, 

quilted by maker. 

 

 

 

Don’t forget to 

Vote for your 
Favorite quilt. 
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Wall Quilts Pieced Continued 

 

311, “All Through the Years”, Mary Colley, MP, EM, MQ. 

Inspired by the hand embroidery and different techniques of 

this quilt, quilted by maker. 

 

312, “Hearts”, Mary Ann Cox, MP, MQ. This quilt was made 

for our grandchild, Molly Caroline, with 1930’s reproduction 

fabric and a piano key border. Pattern from “Scrap-Patch 

Hearts” by Julie Weaver, quilted by maker. 

 

313, “Tropical Fish”, Pat Dwinell, PP, MQ. Pattern from 

“Tropical Fishin” in Little Book of Little Quilts by Katherine 

Guerries, a book bought 20 years ago, quilted by maker.  

 

314, “Pillars”, Shirley Erickson, MP, MQ. Quilt made from 

scrap fabrics and some hand dyed fabrics. Pattern by Rayna 

Gillman, quilted by maker. 

 

315, “New York, New York”, 

Joan Garland, MP, HQ. My 

hometown is New York City, so 

I was inspired by a photo at 

City Quilter in Manhattan, and 

purchased this fabric, quilted 

by maker. 

 

316, “Basket Case”, Deb  

Henderson, MP, MQ. My love 

for red fabric, and the 

collaborative work by “Gwen 

Marston and Freddy Moran” 

inspired this quilt. Pattern is 

“Beautiful Baskets” by Gwen 

Marston and Freddy Moran,  

quilted by maker. Big thanks to 

Cleo and Ruhanna! 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

1430 Capital Ave. Suite 105 

Watkinsville, GA 30677 

706-769-5466

Florist 

Home Accent 
And Gifts 

Michelle Thomas, Owner 

Peddlerswagonga.com 
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Wall Quilts Pieced Continued 

 

317, “Summer Leafy”, Sandy Jordan, MP, HQ. Pattern 

“Summer Leaf” from September 2014 issue of Fons and Porter 

Quilts, quilted by maker. 

 

318, “Cactus Star”, Sandy Jordan, PP, HQ. Pattern “Cactus 

Star” from McCall’s Quilting March/April 2013, quilted by 

maker. 

 

319, “At Waters Edge”, Chris Langone, MP, MQ, EM. This 

quilt was made using the stitch and stash technique from 

Original Design, Carol Ann Waugh.  Unique design and 

embellishments are my own, quilted by maker. 

*For Sale $60 

 

320, “On Second Thought”, Terry Jarrett, MP, MQ. This quilt 

was made from scrappy fabrics and enhanced by half square 

triangles. Pattern, “Pennsylvania Scrapple” by Irene Berry, 

quilted by maker.  

 

321, “Nine Patched Squared”, Linda Murray, MP, MQ. A 

creative group challenged me to make a small quilt using the 

book “Pretty Little Mini Quilts”. Also used the book,”Nine-Patch 

Gatherings”, to come up with my nine patch mini quilt. Adapted 

pattern “Starry Nine Patch” by Lisa Bongean & Carole Charles, 

quilted by maker. 

 

322, “Show Me the Way Home”, Sherry Paul, PP, MP, MQ. 

This creative wall hanging was made from the Mariner’s 

Compass Paper Piecing Class with Fran Visicaro. After this class 

I began to enjoy paper piecing. Pattern, “Pretend Mariner’s 

Compass”, by Fran Visicaro, quilted by maker. 

 

323, “Christmas Joy”, Sherry Paul, MP, MQ. This Christmas 

wreath was made using the “Little Twister Ruler”. Lots of fun 

putting together. Pattern, “Twisted Pinwheel”, CS Designs, 

quilted by maker. 

 

324, “Go Bears”, Chandler Pike, MP, MQ. This quilt was inspired 

while teaching at Mercer University. School colors are orange and 

black and the mascot is a bear. Tradition pattern Bear Claw, 

quilted by maker. 
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Wall Quilts Pieced Continued 
 

325, “Sunburst”, Nan Powell, MP, MQ, HA. This quilt is a 

Round Robin done with friends. In the center I used a Mariner’s 

Compass block along with hand-dyed fabric. Mariner’s Compass 

by Judy Mathison, Dyed Fabrics, Susan Fangman, quilted by 

Dianne Dye, Roberta, GA, 

 

326, “Somebunny Loves Me”, Fay Rawls, MP, MQ. A group of 

friends exchanged fabrics and challenged ourselves to make 

something using all the fabrics.  I added bunnies to my results 

to complete my piece, designed and quilted by maker. 

 

327, “Bits and Pieces”, Fay Rawls, MP, MQ. This quilt 

resulted from a class with Rayna Gillman. Playing with all these 

fabrics was so much fun and really took me out of my comfort 

zone. Rayna Gillman’s Technique and Class, quilted by maker. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The Quilting Gypsy offers a 

wide variety of quilt, handbag 

and accessory patterns, as well 

as the books and tools to help 

you do your finest work while 

you explore new possibilities.   

Visit our colorful product pages 

at www.thequiltinggypsy.com 
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Wall Quilts Pieced Continued 
 

328, “Christmas Song”, Christine Reynolds, MP, MQ. My love 

of Christmas made me take this class with Debra Excum. We all 

had a great time at Big Springs Guild with Christmas music and 

Christmas trees, quilted by maker.  

 

329, “Miss Quilty”, Brenda Richardson, MP, MA, MQ. This 

quilt is dedicated to “fabric-holics” everywhere.  Original design 

made from scraps on the idea of 15 minutes of play by Victoria 

Findlay Wolf, quilted by maker. 

 

330, “Tumbling Hearts”, Brenda Richardson, MP, MA, MQ. 

Original Design inspired by a group of friends to make a little 

quilt. Pattern, “Tiny Tumblers for the Table”, by Butterfly 

Threads Quilts, quilted by maker. 

 

331, “Blue Christmas”, 

Brenda Richardson, MP, MQ. 

The main fabric for this quilt 

reminds me of fancy floor tiles.  

I chose a pattern that shows 

off the design.  Pattern, 

“Sidelights”, by Mountain Peek 

Creations, quilted by Pat 

Horning, North Carolina. 

 

332, “A Quilt for Aische”, 

Pat A. Schroder, MP, MQ, EM. 

This pattern intrigued me when 

demonstrated at the 2013 Quilt 

Show.  I did a set of three 3D 

mariner’s compasses, each one 

more complex than the 

previous. The title refers to an 

artist porcelain doll in my 

collection whose name is 

Aische.  All three Mariner’s 

quilts are on display with her. 

Pattern, 3D Mariner’s Compass 

by Cheryl Phillips, quilted by 

maker. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday – CLOSED 
Tuesday – Saturday 
10:00am – 6:00pm 

Sunday – 1:00pm -5:00pm 

297 Prince Avenue, Suite 19 
Athens, GA 30601 

phone: 706.850.1354 
email: 

info@revivalyarnsathens.com 

 

 

mailto:info@revivalyarnsathens.com
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Wall Quilts Pieced Continued 

 

333, “Down by the Riverside”, Jodie Seila, HP, HQ, EM, B. 

I designed this quilt to represent the Gullah People who were 

brought to the Southern Coast of USA from Africa as slaves.  

They were known for their grass baskets, quilts, and handmade 

fish nets.  The Gullahs passed their stories and songs from the 

Deep South like the story of Uncle Remus. Original Design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

334, “Whirly Gigs”, Denise Stanchek, MP, HQ. Pattern, 

“Unwind”, by Julie Herman/Jaybird Quilts, quilted by maker. 

*For Sale $125 

 

335, “Pick A Posy”, Cleo Ward, MP, MQ, HA. This quilts uses 

a contemporary rendition of a traditional technique, cutaway 

applique.  The idea for the flower design was suggested by an 

article in Art Quilting Studios Magazine, quilted by maker.  

 

336, “Circulasian”, Nancy York, HA, MP, MQ. This quilt was 

started in a class taught by Anita Heady several years ago.  

Love the earth tones, and found the perfect fabric for the 

circles. Pattern, “Asian circles”, quilted by maker.  

*For Sale $180 

 

 
 

 
Guild members make quilts for children of residents of Project Safe 
and babies served by Prevent Child Abuse, Athens which serves Clarke, 
Oconee, Madison and Oglethorpe Counties.  They also make quilts to be 

used as fund raisers for various charitable groups. 
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Wall Quilts Appliqué - 400 
 
Any predominantly appliquéd quilt that is designed to hang on 

the wall. 
 
402, “Rainbow Window”, Francis Arnold, MA, MQ. This quilt 

was made as part of the Stained Glass Challenge.  I only had a 

basic idea when I started, placing a piece of black fabric on the 

design wall and watching it grow! Original Design, quilted by 

maker. 

 

403, “The Seasons Best”, Shirley Bryant, HA, HQ. I enjoyed 

the challenge of choosing fabrics for this quilt. Hand applique 

and hand quilting are my favorite techniques. Pattern by Nancy 

Pearson, quilted by maker.  

 

404, “Summer Blooms”, Mary Colley, HA, MP, MQ. Primitive 

quilts are my favorite and wool applique added to enhance this 

quilt. Pattern, “Summer Freebie”, Lisa Bonjean, quilted by 

maker. 

 

405, “Be the Good”, Mary Colley, HA, MP, MQ. Wool applique 

is my very favorite technique and very relaxing to do. Pattern,” 

Be the Good”, by Lisa Bonjean, quilted by maker. 

 

406, “Unto Us A Child Is Born”, Mary Colley, MA, MQ. This 

quilt was part of a stained glass challenge.  The challenge was 

the machine applique.  Pattern, “Unto Us A child Is Born”, by 

Benartex, quilted by Sherry Paul.  

 

407, “Celtic Fun”, Pat Dwinell, HA, MQ. The center celtic 

design was the result of a class by Scarlett Rose.  Hand 

applique designs were added to enhance this quilt and fun to 

do. Celtic design by Scarlett Rose, other designs are by 

Rosemary Kurtz, quilted by maker. 
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Wall Quilts Appliqué Continued 

 

408, “Nevermore”, Madeline Hawley, MP, A, MQ, HE, B. This 

quilt was made for a fiber frenzy challenge. Requirements; 

nature and some text.  Enhanced by hand dyed fabric, ink 

tense pencils, stenciling, stamping, bead embellishment and 

hand embroidery. Original Design, quilted by maker. 

 

410, “Fate”, Hannah Jennings, A, MQ, MP, B. This mini quilt 

was made for an Instagram Disney Quilt Swap.  My partner’s 

favorite movie was “Brave”, which led me to this movie poster 

of Menda.  I paired the strong princess with my favorite quote 

from the movie and enhanced the quilt with beads. Fusible web 

applique, quilted by maker.  

 

411, “Pomegranate – Hope of eternal Life Symbol”,  

Sherry Paul, MP, A, MQ. The Pomegranate symbolizes the 

resurrection and hope of eternal life.  The abundance of seeds 

represents believers and resurrection of Christ.  Enjoyed 

creating this applique wall hanging with hand and machine 

applique. Pattern, “Pomegranate’, from flowers of the Bible by 

Helen Curtis, quilted by maker. *For Sale $45 

 

412, “Baltimore Oriole”, Donna Phillip, MP, A, MQ. This quilt 

portrays my love of birds and raw edge applique. Pattern, 

“Baltimore Oriole”, from Baltimore Album by Ruth Powers, 

quilted by maker. 

 

413, “Chocolate Bunnies”, Nan Powell, MP, HA, MA, MQ. This 

quilt was made from bunny blocks swapped with friends. The 

chocolate bunnies are white chocolate, milk chocolate and dark 

chocolate. Wall hanging ready for Easter! Various patterns used 

in these quilt blocks, quilted by Dianne Dye, Roberta, GA. 

 

414, “Cobblestone Crows”, Fay Rawls, FA, MQ, B. Found this 

pattern on a trip to Florida.  Had to make it and loved the 

opportunity to add some beading. Pattern, “Cobblestone 

Crows”, by Random Threadz, quilted by maker.  

Don’t leave without purchasing a “fistful” of 

tickets for the beautiful quilt that is on 

display in the rotunda.  Each ticket is only 
$1, but the best deal is 6 for $5! 
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Wall Quilts Appliqué Continued  
 

415, “Morning Light”, Barbara Redman, MA, MQ.  This quilt 

was part of the stained glass challenge.  It represents the 

transom windows found in some of the older homes. Quilted by 

maker. 
 

416, “Stained Glass”, Barbara Redman, MA, MQ.  This is my 

first stained glass quilt as part of the challenge, representing 

rose windows. Quilted by maker. 

 

417, “Stained Glass Tulips”, Barbara Redman, MA, MQ. 

Another stained glass challenge, representing stained glass 

screens made in the early 20th century. Quilted by maker.  

 

418, “Indian Princess”, Gertrude Schilsky, HA, Silk. My quilt 

was inspired by a picture of an 18th Century miniature painting 

of a North Indian Princess. Made with left over scraps of new 

fabrics from the photo. Quilted by maker. 

2411 Hog Mountain Rd. 

Watkinsville GA 30677 

706-705-1720 

Hours: 

Mon-Sat 10-6 

Sunday 12:30-5:30 
 

 

Everyone 

needs a  

House  
Full Of Yarn 
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Wall Quilts Appliqué Continued 
 

419, “Fractured Forms”, Pat Schroder, MP, MA, MQ. This is 

one of my design as you go quilts.  It started out as an exercise 

to attempt the circle with hanging ends and to explore using 

decorative stitching for extensive quilting of negative space. I 

originally envisioned a single block but inspiration intervened 

and four blocks resulted.  The leaf applique was added at the 

end in another eureka moment. Original design, quilted by 

maker. 

 

420, “Waiting for the Kill”, Jodie Seila, HP, MP, HA, HD, MQ. 

This quilt was a challenge in our art group. The sunset was 

painted on my hand dyed blue fabrics with aquarelle crayons. 

A lioness is waiting in the low light to attack her prey. Original 

Design, quilted by maker. 

 

421, “Mod Flowers”, Denise Stanchek, HA, HQ.  These 

whimsical flowers from the seventies were an inspiration from a 

Moda Magazine. Hand applique and hand quilting enhanced the 

design. Pattern, “Fanciful flowers”, by Lori Hein, quilted by 

maker. *For Sale $295 

 

422, “Bunny Quilt”, Linda Zacker, MA, PP, MQ, TP. This quilt 

project has been worked on since 2006, finally finished in 2015. 

I enjoyed making this quilt with paper piecing, applique, and 

thread painting techniques. Pattern, “Signs of Spring Wall 

Quilt”, by Joan Jones, quilted by maker. 

 

423, “Belinda’s Baskets”, Robin Benson, MA, MP, MQ. The 

basket of flowers and winding vine were the inspiration for this 

quilt. Pattern, “Hand Appliqued Quilts”, by Tonya Belinda 

Phillips, quilted by maker.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Shop at the 
Quilter’s Boutique 

In the 
Rotunda 
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Art Quilts - 500 

 

Any quilt designed to be used as a work of art which is 

designed and produced solely by the entrant using any 

construction technique or combination of techniques.  Quilts 

must not be from published patterns books, class projects, or 

kits. 

 

501, “Small Tribute to Tiffany”, Lisa Anderson, FA, MQ. 

Thanks to Catherine Hart for teaching me how to do fusible 

applique! Thanks to Mary Colley for much needed advice on 

quilting strategy and ideas. This quilt was part of a “Stained 

Glass” challenge. Tiffany glass and gorgeous fabrics inspired 

this quilt. Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

502, “Be-Dazzled Hexies”, Frances Arnold, PP, MQ, B. Try 

something new was the challenge for this quilt. The hexies 

started out as the focus but the beads quickly took over. 

Original design, quilted by maker.  

 

503, “A Maze Ing”, Shirley Erickson, MP, MQ. These colorful 

bias strips were placed in a maze formation, don’t get lost! 

Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

504, “Apple Blossem”, Shirley Erickson, MA, MP, MQ. This 

quilt portrays beautiful blooms and buds in my apple tree. 

Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

505, “Tiger Lily”, Shirley Erickson, MA, MQ. This tiger lily 

grew in my garden for two weeks. Watching it daily it finally 

opened. This spectacular view disappeared quickly when the 

deer came and ate the flower and all the green. Original design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

506, “St. Simons Sunrise”, Madeline Hawley, A, HD, EM, ME, 

MQ. Quilt was made for an NQA Judges Challenge.  Adhered to 

color restrictions and placements. Quilt traveled for a year, 

shown in various venues and locations, including the quilt 

museum in Golden, Colorado.  It was part of a group exhibit 

which began at NQA Show. Original design, quilted by maker.  
 

507, “Aerospace”, Madeline Hawley, MP, MA, MQ. Fiber 

Frenzy Challenge using the letter A, Aerospace. I decided on 

Aerospace because my close friend who recently died, was an 

aerospace engineer. Original design, quilted by maker.  
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Art Quilts Continued 
 
508, “Sewing = Joy”, Deb Henderson, FA, EM, MQ, HQ. 

Inspired by quilts in the book “Pretty little Mini Quilts”.  I 

wanted to really use some embroidery and keep a simple 

approach. Original design, quilted by maker. 

Art Quilts Continued 

 

511, “Over the Garden Fence”, Chris Reynolds, MA, MQ, HP, 

B. Flowers and gardening is a little girl’s dream garden. The 

beading is fun and adds a gleam to the flowers. Original design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

512, “Peacock Stained “Glass”, Pat Schroder, MA, M.  This 

quilt was designed and made for the December 2014 guilds, 

“Stained Glass Challenge. The shapes evolved from studying 

traditional stained glass pieces and stained glass quilts on the 

internet. The quilted/stitched feather motif was done freehand 

looking at a stem of peacock feather.  All the fabrics used are 

silks or satins. The central feather is real mounted under tulle. 

Original design, quilted by maker.  
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Art Quilts Continued 
 

513, “African Bride”, Jodie Seila, 

MA, MQ. B. This piece was done to 

represent a lovely African lady on 

her wedding day.  The sunset 

background was hand painted with 

inktense, blocks on an orange 

background. Original design, quilted 

by maker. 

 

514, “Man in the Moon”, Jodie 

Seila, B, HQ, HE, EM. This was a 

challenge from our Art Group using 

beads on ice dyed fabric. It 

represents the Milky Way seen in 

the Texas sky. Original design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

515, “Swampfire”, Mary Ellen 

Taylor, MA, B, FP, MQ. The base 

fabric for this quilt is dyed and 

reminded me of fire. I thread 

painted the trees and then sewed 

them into the quilt. Original design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

516, “African Women Five”, Mary Ellen Taylor, MP, B, MQ. 

This quilt was inspired by a series of African Women that I have 

collected.  This was number five. Original design, quilted by 

maker. 

 

517, “Hafgufa”, Sue Trinrud, B, MQ. We had a progressive 

challenge that started with painting the background. Three 

shapes were cut and embellished. I added the third elements 

using shiva sticks on fabric, wood, metal and wire figures. 

Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

518, “Ferro”, Sue Trinrud, MA, MQ, P. This quilt was part of 

our February challenge. I chose the front pieces of a gondola 

since we were visiting Venice in April.  The batiks were 

appliqued and painted to produce the color gradient. Original 

design, quilted by maker. 

 

 

The Quilting and 
Knitting Expo  

 

Save the dates 
 

Friday, July 24, 2015 
9am – 5pm 
Sat., July 25, 2015 
9am – 4pm 
 
See all your favorite vendors 
including, 
 
Quilter’s Gallery 
The Jamil Shrine Center 
206 Jamil Rd., Columbia, SC 
$6.00 admission 
 
Shop all day! 
 
Call 704-375-2531 or go to 
www.quiltergallery.net 
quiltersgallery@gmail.com 

for more info. 

 
$1.00 off admission with this ad 
Limit one per person 

http://www.quiltergallery.net/
mailto:quiltersgallery@gmail.com
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Art Quilts Continued 
 

519, “Kjersti’s Wedding/Bride”, Sue Trinrud, MP, MQ. In 

this quilt I wanted to do a profile of a bride with her dress 

composed from different fabrics in shades moving from blue to 

tan.  I wanted each piece to look like it was a different dress. 

Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

520, “Scrap Pile”, Cleo Ward, MP, MA, MQ. This quilt is the 

result of a challenge to take donated scraps of fabric and use 

them all to make something. It was very difficult to use up the 

ugly pieces! Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

521, “Red Play”, Cleo Ward, B, HE, HQ. I challenged myself to 

make a quilt using a single color, red. Of course I pushed the 

limits a little by including red-orange and red-purple. Original 

design, quilted by maker. 

 

522, “Walk This Way”, Cleo Ward, MP, MQ. Improvisational 

piecing, such as that taught by Rayna Gillman, is exciting, and 

leading to unexpected results. Using only my hand-dyed fabrics 

was an additional challenge. Original design, quilted by maker. 

*For Sale $100 

 

523, “Journey”, Francyne Willby, MP, MQ, I have collected 

Egyptian themed fabrics for years, but have failed at all 

previous attempts to create a cohesive wall-hanging until this 

one! Original design, quilted by maker.  

 

524, “Fishalicious”, Francyne Willby, MA, ME, MQ. I used 

Susan Carlson’s collage method to create the elements of my 

fantasy fish by seeing the patterns in the fabric in a different 

way. I added seaweed and anemones with freehand embroidery 

to create an undersea environment. Original design, quilted by 

maker. 

 

525, “Potted Flowers”, Nancy York, MP, HQ, MQ, This quilt 

was made using traditional type fabrics, but with a more 

modern twist. I chose star and circle flowers to bloom from the 

flower pot. Original design, quilted by maker. *For Sale $165 
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Modern quilts 

 
Any quilt that fits into the currently accepted definition of 

Modern Quilt. These quilts include, but are not limited to: the 

use of bold colors and print, high contrast and graphic areas of 

solid color, improvisational piecing, minimalism, expansive 

negative space, and alternate grid work. Improvisational 

piecing, expansive negative space, high contrast and graphic 

areas of solid color with alternate grid work. 

 

601, “Cherio”, Deb Henderson, MP, MQ. Saw a 4-block close 

up of this quilt in a magazine and wanted to try blowing up the 

blocks to make a wall-hanging using all solid fabrics. Pattern: 

Adapted from “spinning Wheel”, by Amy Friend, quilted by 

maker. *For Sale $195 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Best Bead store in the Atlanta area for 
you to “Keep “Creating”! 
6750 Highway 53 
Suite 103 
Braselton, GA 30517 

706-658-0007 
 
beadjoux@att.net 
www.beadjoux.com 
 

 

 Birthday Party and Large Group Rates Available! 
Classes available in Beadwork, Bead Embroidery, Stringing, and 

Wire work, Metal Work and more!! 
 
Hours: Sunday and Monday Closed 

Tuesday – Friday 11am to 6pm 

Saturday 10am to 6pm 

 
Classes with 

published 
instructors 

http://www.beadjoux.com/
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Modern quilts Continued 
  

602, “Door on King Avenue”, Laurel Rudolph, MP, A, MQ.  

Six fat eighths from the Modern Quilt Guild to make this quilt.  

Driving down King Avenue, I saw a newly remodeled house 

with a turquoise door that inspired this quilt. Designed and 

quilted by maker. *For Sale $550 

 

603, “Cabin in the Clouds”, Laurel Rudolph, MP, MQ. At the 

Modern Quilt Guild received six fat eighth pieces of Riley Blake 

Fabric.  The challenge was to make anything quilted.  The log 

cabin block was my inspiration. Designed and quilted by maker. 

 

604, “Rooftop Gelato”, Laurel Rudolph, MP, MQ. A roof top 

was the inspiration for my layout. Batik strips and hand-dyed 

fabric enhanced the design. Designed and quilted by maker. 

*For Sale $495 

 

605, “Main Sequence”, Sylvia Schaefer, MP, MQ. This quilt is 

an interpretation of the Hertzsprung – Russell Diagram. It 

illustrates how the color of stars changes as their temperature 

increases from left to right and as their brightness increases 

from bottom to top.  All but two of the star blocks were made 

by members of Hive F, online 2014 Stash Bee. Original design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

606, “Paper Cranes”, Sylvia Schaefer, MP, MQ, PP. In 

Japanese tradition, strings of a thousand origami cranes are 

thought to bring good luck. This quilt captures the sentiment. 

Original design, quilted by maker.* For Sale $800 

 

607, “Morning’s Born with the Lights of Love”, Sylvia 

Schaefer, MP, MQ, PP. This quilt was made for the New York 

Modern Quilt Guild’s online Double Wedding Ring challenge. It 

was drafted full size on freezer paper and the inner sections 

were paper piece.  The title is a lyric taken from the Emmylou 

Harris/Don Williams duet “If I Needed You”.  Original design, 

quilted by maker. *For Sale $275 

 

608, “Amster-daze“, Terri Jarrett, MP, MQ, Most of the 

fabric for this quilt came from my travels to Amsterdam with 

my husband in the early 2000’s.  The yellow prints are 

Netherland’s reproduction fabrics.  It’s nice to finally use the 

fabrics together in one quilt.  It is an original design that 

suggests tulips. *For Sale $1200 
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Brenda Arrowood 

399 Sunset Memorial road 

Forest City, NC 28043 
 

828-245-9774 
Email: shquilts@nctv.com 

www.schoolhousequiltsnc.com 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Open 
Monday, Wednesday,  

Thursday Friday 9:00 – 
5:00 

 
Summer Hours 

Monday thru Friday 9:00 – 
5:00 
Saturday 9:00 to 2:00  

 
Will Ship 
 

 
 

mailto:shquilts@nctv.com
http://www.schoolhousequiltsnc.com/
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Collaborative Quilt 
 
Any quilt which is a true collaboration between two or more 

persons.  All members of the collaboration should have input 

into all aspects of making the quilt.   

 

701, “Christmas Sampler”, Susan Brassard, MP, FP, A, E, PP. 

I won these blocks from a block of the month drawing in 2009. 

Collaborators were members of Quilting in the Pines Guild in 

Davie Florida. The solution for putting the blocks of different 

sizes came from the book “Christmas Sampler Quilt”, by Leisure 

Arts.  Placement and filler pieces helped piece this quilt. Quilted 

by Ladonna Bassford. 

 

702, “Monday Madness”, Judy Caputi, MP, MQ. The Monday 

Madness Bee members participating in the quilt were Judy 

Caputi, Shirley Erickson, Lola Gazda, Lucille Jennings, Sue 

Trinrud, Amanda Whitsel, and Madeline Hawley. Pattern, “Mood 

Swing” in the book “Strip Therapy” by Brenda Henning and 

quilted by Amanda Whitsel.  

 

703, “Love of Fredom”, Frances Lang, MP, MQ. Collaborative 

members were Nancy Bruce, Frances Lang, Ellen Nelson, and 

Jan Leonard. Quilted by Ellen Nelson. 

 

704, “By the Lake”, Barbara Redman, MP, MQ, A. 

Collaborators were Barbara Redman, Kathy Betts, Monife 

Turner, Anna Green, Barbie Bugg, Terri Bear, Kathy Burkes, 

and Linda Zacker. This was a Round Robin quilt. Quilted by 

Barbara Redman.  

 

705, “Seriously”, Terry McGhee Jarrett, PP, MQ.  My mother 

and I each made 21 blocks. I told her she could use just any 

combination as long as there was contrast from light to 

dark.  “Surely you’re not serious,” she said. Yes, seriously and 

Don’t call me Shirley.  Pattern,” Wild Women Don’t Get the 

Blues”, by Karen Stone. 

 
Take time to visit 

Our Vendors.   

You’re sure to 
Find something  

Special! 
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Novice Quilt 
 
Any quilt made by a member who is in the first three years of their quilting 
career.  This must be their first Cotton Patch Show to enter a quilt.  Only 
one quilt may be entered by a member in this category. 
 

801, “Peacock Garden”, Lisa Anderson, MP, MQ. Began 

piecing this quilt in a beginner class instructed by Anita Heady.   

The underlining motive for this quilt was the gorgeous fabric 

selected and arranged on Anita’s design wall in my own 

pattern. Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

802, “Geisha Dance”, Eleanor Howington, MP, HQ B, EM. This 

quilt was designed for a Christmas gift for my son who lives in 

the Philippines and loves Asian art. Designed and quilted by 

maker.  

 

803, “Celtic Fusion”, Hanna Jennings, MP, A, MQ.  This quilt 

was commissioned by and for my father and is inspired by the 

old tradition of family crests, using a custom Griffin emblem. 

Quilted by Dale Harrison. 

 

804, “Spice Box”, Nupur Kittur, MP, MQ. Quilt was a skill 

building block of the month pattern. It has pairs of blocks with 

the positive and negative spaces reversed.  Color scheme was 

inspired by spices I love to cook with, yellow turmeric, red 

cayenne and green cardamom pods. Pattern, “Vice Versa”, by 

Anne Marie Chany of Genx Quilters, Quilted by maker. 

 

805, “Braid Runner”, June Sanders, MP, MQ. As a beginner 

and new to quilting, I thought this would be a good project for 

me to start with. Purchased this kit in Waynesville, NC.  I love 

table runners and loved these colors.  I did change a few of the 

colors. It will look great on my table. Pattern “Braid Runner – 

Quilt as you go”, by Gudrum Eria, Quilted by maker. 

 

806, “What Was I Thinking”, Andrea Striepen, PP, MQ, Made 

this quilt for my queen size bed.  I liked the idea of using 

scraps and my quilting friends provided me with lots of pretty 

scraps. Pattern, “Court House Steps”, quilted by maker. 

 

807, “Spring Flight”, Diane Klonowsk, MP, PQ, Loved the 

pattern and focal fabric and just went for it. Pattern “Panel 

Panache”, by Diane Weber. Quilted by Diana Wood, Nine Little 

Stitches, Newark, De.   
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Accessories and Home Decorating 
 
Entries must fall into one of the following descriptions; 

wearable art, bags and personal accessories, sewing 

accessories, home decorating which is intended to be used in 

the home.  All entries must be fiber and/or quilting related and 

must include piecing or appliqué. 

 

1001, “Weekender”, Shirley Erickson, MP, MQ. A great size 

for a duffle bag, just enough room for that weekend trip.  

Pattern, “Trendy Totes and Carryalls”, by Cindy Taylor Oates. 

Quilted by maker. 

 

1002, “Friends for the Holidays”, Chris Langone, MP, MQ.  

Started as a table runner for a relative, but then turned into a 

cozy family lap quilt. Pattern, “Shooting Stars”, Fons & Porter’s 

Easy Quilts, Fall 2009. Quilted by maker. *For Sale $100 

 

1003, “Happy Birthday”, Linda Murray, MP, A, MQ. Made at a 

Cotton Patch Guild workshop presented by Cheryl Almgren 

Taylor. Quilted by maker. 

 

1004, “Dakota Star”, Sherry Paul, MP, MQ. Table runner was 

using the same center piece, changing the pattern to only two 

colors for each star block. Pattern, “South Dakota Star”, by Pat 

Speth. Quilted by maker. *For Sale $50 

 

1005, “Christmas is Coming”, Sherry Paul, MP, MQ. 

Christmas colors to brighten your table, made with pinwheels 

and rectangles. Quilted by maker. *For Sale $50 

 

1006, “Winter Friends”, Fay Rawls, Wool A, Working with 

wool and hand work are my favorite things to do.  This wool 

project let me do both. Pattern, “Santa and Company”, Penny 

Rug, Sew Unique Creations.  

 

1007, “You Make My Heart Go Pitter Pat”, Faye Rawls, MP, 

MQ. Photos were printed onto on quilt block designs using Corel 

Draw.  Original design, quilted by maker.   
 

1008, “Christmas Candle Mat”, Brenda Richardson, MP, MQ. 

Made from left over pieces of a wall hanging. Wanted 

something small and simple to allow me to practice machine 

quilting. Pattern, Square Deal”, from Rosebud’s Cottage, quilted 

by maker.   
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Accessories and Home Decorating Continued 
 
1009, “Seminole Patchwork Jacket”, Phyllis Rother, MP, 

Em. An interest in Seminole Patchwork began in 1972, shortly 

after moving to Florida.  After several unsuccessful attempts at 

the art, I attended a Boy Scout Seminar on Seminole clothing.  

I learned the Seminole way to make patchwork and construct 

jackets.  Now working on #13. Authentic Seminole pattern 

evolved from big shirt, collared version circa 1960.  

 

1010, “Fractured Spiral”, Patricia Schroder, MP, MQ. Should 

be entitled “Do Everything Wrong and Still Turn out Right”.  

First mistake was deciding to use repeat fabrics. The fabrics 

chosen for the project added confusion when cutting wedges.  

Second mistake, flipping fabrics upside down when cutting 

wedges.  Final result Fractured Spiral and I love it. Pattern, 

“Spices Spiral Table  

Runner”, quilted by maker. 

 

1011, “Neptune’s Underwater Garden”, Jodie Seila, HP, 

HA, HQ, EM, HE. Result of a class with Judith Montano, 

designed with silk, velvet, fine silk, and cotton and hand 

embroidery.  It represents, “Neptune’s Treasure from the Sea”. 

Quilted by maker.  

 

1012, “Advent Quilt”, Betsy Smith, MP, A, MQ. Designed this 

wall hanging when I couldn’t find one to buy.  It was a modern 

“Necessity is the Mother of Invention” dilemma.  My daughters 

like discovering which pillow ornament they get each morning 

in December! Designed and quilted by maker. 

 

1013, “Zoey”, Sue Trinrud, MP, HP. Took a class with Lanette 

of Quilting Gypsy to make a doll with fingers and she taught me 

how…tricky! Pattern, “Magic Threads, Super Zoe”, quilted by 

maker 

 

1014, “Kory’s Stole”, Sue Trinrud, MP, MQ. This stole was 

made for my son, Kory’s upcoming ordination. Quilted by 

maker. 

 

1016, “Black and “White Purse”, Francyne Willby, MP, MQ. 

Love to make purses and I enjoy weaving techniques. This 

pattern was perfect to reduce my extensive collection of black 

and white fabrics. Pattern, “Breezy Weave Bags”, by Auntie’s 

Two, quilted by maker. *For Sale $95 
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Accessories and Home Decorating Continued 
 
1017, “G X F Tablecloth”, MP, MQ. Terry McGhee Jarrett, I 

really love Gyleen Fitzgerald’s approach to color and design and 

enjoyed taking her workshop.  However I was unable to limit 

my fabric selection to only five fabrics as directed by her 

pattern. “Star Struck Table”, by Gyleen X Fitzgerald. 

For sale $350 

 
1018, “New York Beauty Jacket”, Terry McGhee Jarrett, FP, 

MQ. This project has been on my, “to do list”, for about 10 

years.  I modified the pattern just a little to use the New York 

Beauty units for the lapels.  I primarily used fabric from my 

scrap basket for this project.   

 

CPQ Challenge: Don’t Be Square 
 
This challenge required making a quilt depicting something 

musical while using a non-square block. 
 

2001, “Tumbling out of the Music Box”, Mary Grider, MP, 

MA, MQ. Though we couldn’t use squares in this challenge, 

tumbling blocks aren’t made with squares.  My husband plays 

the saxophone, so to meet the other musical requirement for 

the challenge. I thought try something off the surface and out 

of the box! Quilted by maker. 

 

2003, My Old Kentucky Home”, Barbara Redman, MP, A, 

MQ. This quilt is entirely hexagons, except for the appliques.  

Since I’m from Kentucky, the music is a quote from the state 

song, “My Old Kentucky home’, written in the alto clef since I 

play the viola. One line of the song reads, “And the birds make 

music all the day”. I had some cardinal fabric panels, so I 

added appliques of our state bird.  

 

2004, “Chromatic Blues”, Pat Schroder, MP, E, MQ. 

Chromatic blues is a play on words that fit the music theme of 

the “Don’t Be Square” challenge. For non-musicians, the letters 

in the central ‘note’ hexagons represent the chromatic scale 

using flats instead of sharps.  And of course “Blues” is a music 

genre and the quilt is done all in blues.  This was my first 

venture into hexagons which ended up being less daunting than 

I had anticipated. Designed and quilted by maker. 
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CPQ Challenge: Don’t Be Square Continued 

 

2005, “The Love of Music”, Pat Schroder, MP, MQ. Took a 

class called “Spicy Spiral Table Runner” at Wildchild.  Following 

the class I began playing with the concept and the use of a 

wedge ruler.  This circular, sort of heart shaped design is one of 

several variations on the theme I developed.  Since this is all 

constructed from wedges I felt it fit the “Don‘t Be Square” 

theme of the challenge.  The musical subtheme is in the choice 

of fabrics. Loosely based on pattern “Spicy Spiral Table 

Runner”, quilted by maker. 
 

2006, No Squares Allowed”, Amanda Whitsel, MP, MQ, MA. 

This quilt is folded hexagons with a pieced applique of black 

and white piano keys. Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

CPQ Challenge: Foreign Lands 
 
This quilt challenge required making a quilt depicting a foreign 

land or Indian nation. 

 

3001, “Pueblo nation”, Frances Arnold, MP, MA, MQ. When 

the “Foreign Lands” challenge was announced, I immediately 

thought of our recent trip to the Taos Pueblo and the beauty of 

the Pueblo buildings. Designed and quilted by maker. 

 

3002, “Polynesian Party”, Mary Grider, MP, HA, MQ. I had 

some blocks from a block of the month club I wanted to use for 

this challenge. The bright colors reminded me of a party and 

the appliqué in the center reminded me of Polynesia, hence the 

quilt’s name. Designed and quilted by maker. 

 

3003. “O Canada”, “Barbara Redman, HA, MP, MQ. Since my 

husband is Canadian, I chose Canada for the Foreign Lands 

challenge. The appliqued figures represent Canada’s major 

ethnic groups: Inuit, Asian, Eastern European, Native American, 

French and British.  All united under the Canadian flag (with the 

fleur-de-lis added because of Quebec’s special status), along 

with a Mountie and a Canadian goose. Some of the Sunbonnet 

Sues came from the International Sue book, quilted by maker. 
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CPQ Challenge: Foreign Lands Continued 
 

3004, “Le Chat Noir François qui pre’side sur 

l’arch’eologie”, (The black French cat who stands guard over 

archeology), Pat Schroder, MP, A, MQ. Took a workshop 

through CPQ on copying/printing photographs on fabric.  This 

picture of the cat sitting on the wall next to the sign stating 

that “It is forbidden to climb on the walls”, has always been a 

particular favorite of mine. It was taken by my brother at the 

Roman Vasio Vacontiorium near Orange France.  This cat’s pose 

always seems to be quintessential French to me.  Therefore I 

felt this met the foreign lands challenge theme. Original design, 

quilted by maker. 

 

3005, “Olive Tree”, Nancy York, MA, MQ. When the foreign 

lands challenge came up, I immediately thought of Italy, then 

olive oil. Since olives grow on trees, I decided to make actual 

olive trees. Original design, quilted by maker. *For Sale $180 

 

CPQ Challenge: Eight point Star 

 
This quilt challenge required making a quilt that somehow uses 

the eight point star block. 

 

4001, Blue Light Special”, Frances Arnold, MA, MQ. This quilt 

was inspired by the beautiful colors and lights of the Blue 

Mosque in Istanbul, Turkey. Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

4002, “Tula’s Sea Debris”, Deb Henderson, MP, MQ, I 

needed an excuse to buy this fabric, “Sea Debris” by Tula Pink.  

It was great fun. Fabulous quilting. Original design, quilted by 

Joan Garland. *For Sale $325 

 

4003, “Simple Eight Point 

Star”, MP, PQ. Diane Klonowski, 

Simple version of the eight point 

challenge. Loved the turquoise 

fabric and took it from there. 

Original design, quilted by Amanda 

Whitsel. 

 

 

 

 

 
One of a kind items 
can be found in the 
Quilter’s Boutique 

located in the 
Rotunda. 
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CPQ Challenge: Eight point Star Continued 
 

4004, “X Marks the Spot”, Fay 

Rawls, MP, MQ. This quilt was 

created for the eight point star 

challenge. The challenge for me 

was to use black and white.  

Designed and quilted by maker. 

 

4005, “Convivencia”, Barbara 

Redman, MP, MQ. Golden Age in 

Spain for a few century’s, 900 – 

1300, where all three major 

religious cultures, (Jews, 

Christians, and Islamic), lived 

harmoniously.  The eight pointed 

star is featured in Islamic Art, but 

here is done with Jewish themed 

fabric.  The six pointed stars 

associated with Jewish Art form 

the border. Based on Leia Adam 

Tile Designs, quilted by maker. 

 

4006, “The disintegration of 

Persistence of Artichokes”, 

Sylvia Schaefer, MP, PP, IP, MQ. 

After designing the “artichoke” 

block and making a mini quilt my friends told me I needed to 

make a larger quilt featuring the block. This is the result, with a 

little added disintegration. Original design, quilted by maker. 

 

4007, “The Insane Red Artichoke”, Sylvia Schaefer, MP, PP, 

MQ. While attempting to design a completely different block, I 

realized that the guidelines I had drawn met the challenge 

criteria. After some major tweaks and two attempts at piecing 

the resulting block, I finally managed to make this quilt. 

Original design, quilted by maker. *For Sale $200 

 

4008, “Rebirth”, Pat Schroder, MP, MQ. In memory of fires in 

New Mexico and Colorado, this quilt is a tribute to the rebirth of 

forest environments and town as viewed thru a cathedral type 

picture window. Pattern “Eight Pointed Star block”, quilted by 

maker. 

 

 

Elaine’s Attic, Betty 
Fortner 

Our shop is located just off 
Interstate 26 in downtown 
Landrum at: 

The Coach House (built in 
1878) 
227 Rutherford St. 

Landrum, SC 29356  

 
Phone: 828-817-6297 
Website: 

http://www.elainesattic.com 

Shop open hours 
Mon-Fri 10-5, Sat 9-5.  

We have famous brand name 
fabrics at great prices. 

Full service shop including 
longarm quilting services.   

 

http://www.elainesattic.com/
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CPQ Challenge: Eight point Star Continued 
 

4009,”Stars and Stripes”, Denise Stanchek, MP, MQ. All 

fabrics used in this eight point challenge were left over from a 

bed quilt. 

Designed and quilted by maker. *For Sale $45 

 

4010, “Blomst”, Nancy York, A, MP, MQ. I had wanted to 

paint a flower and had drawn the flower shape. When this 

challenge presented itself, I decided to make the flower with 

various shades on one piece of dyed fabric. The quilt was 

enhanced by the brightness of the printed fabric.  Original 

design, quilted by maker. 

*For Sale $65 

 

For Exhibition Only 
 

Items submitted to this category are not subject to the size, 

quilting or technique restrictions of the other categories.  An 

artist may choose to submit a quilt to this category and/or the 

Show Committee may move a quilt here at their discretion.  

Examples appropriate to the category are miscellaneous 

technique quilts, fiber works that are not quilted, etc. Items in 

this category will not be judged and will be hung as space 

permits. 

 

5001, “Carried Away”, Terry Jarrett, MP, MQ. I was 

hampered by the lack of a large design wall when I cut these 

squares almost 10 years ago.  I intended to make a queen-size 

quilt, instead I made several wall hangings.  After I completed 

the third one, I was determined to use the remaining pieces in 

one final quilt.  I got my big design wall, and once I started 

designing, I got carried away.  I even cut some more fabric to 

complete this last quilt. It was juried into the 2013 Lyndon 

House Show. *For Sale $1800   

 

 

 

  

If you do not want your booklet, 

please recycle it in the recycling 

basket in the Rotunda. 
Thanks 
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Do you have an interest in Quilting???? 
 
 
The Cotton Patch Quilters offer classes to members on 
many levels.  We also invite nationally recognized teachers 
to present workshops.   
 
We offer day and evening quilting bees where we learn 
different techniques and work on projects together.   
 
One of the many projects we do is create quilts for 
charitable organizations.  These are joint projects with the 
entire guild and a smaller group that meets weekly on 
Wednesday mornings.  
 
Please visit us at one of our meetings.  We meet at the 
Lyndon House Arts Center in Athens every second Tuesday 
evening at 7:00 PM for or monthly meetings. 
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ABC’s of Quilting 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
WHEN:  Saturday, April 25, 2015 

TIME:  10 AM- 3PM 
WHERE: Lyndon House Arts Center  
COST:   $20 (includes pattern and fabric for tote) 
 
To Register for making a tote Bag, 
Sign up at the quilt show OR Call (706) 613-3623 

 
Come join us for a day of learning the basics of quilting.  It is a class 
for someone new to quilting or someone who has always said, “I want 
to learn to quilt.” This class will be taught by members of the Cotton 
Patch Quilters and is a basic introductory class. 

 
The class will cover 

 Fabrics-what type to use and how to use them 
 Color-how to choose the right colors for your project 
 Thread-the types of thread available and when to use them 
 Needles-the types of needles to use in your machine for 

different projects 
 Basic tools needed for quilting 
 How to cut your fabric accurately 
 How to sew an accurate quarter inch seam 
 Pressing your pieces 
 Types of batting 

 Layering a quilt 

 Finishing a quilt 
 
You will need to bring: sew machine in good working order and 
your instruction manual, a walking foot for your sewing 
machine (if available), neutral cotton thread, basic sewing 
supplies (scissors, pins, and seam ripper). 
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CPQ 2014 – 2015 Officers 
 
President:  Mary Colley/Pat Dwinell 

President-Elect: Chris Langone 
1st Vice President: Linda Zacker 
2nd Vice President:  Linda Murray 
Secretary: Kathy Burkes 

Treasurer: Terri Bear 

 
Show Core Committee: 
Frances Arnold, Chairman 

Deb Henderson, Past Chairman 

Cleo Ward, Past Chairman 

Mary Colley, Pat Dwinell 

Charles Nicolose, Nupur Kittur 

Sherry Paul, Julie Allen 
 

Show Committee Chairpersons: 
 
Boutique:    Terri Bear, Ellen Nelson 
Graphics:   Sherry Paul, Show booklet and 

Signs  
Proof Reader:    Pat Dwinell, Fay Rawls 
Hanging:    Terri Jarrett, Nupur Kittur  

Hostesses:    Mary Grider, Chandler Pike 
Judging: Madeline Hawley, Sylvia 

Schaefer 
Kitchen:    Barbie Bugg, Linda Murray,  

Sandy Jordan 
Layout: Denise Stanchek, Ruhanna 

Neal 

Photography: Francyne Willby, Charles 
Nicolosi 

Program Ads:    Sue Trinrud 
Properties:    Phyllis Rother  
Publicity Chris Langone – Printing, Diane 

Klonowski and Sue Brassard - 

Internet, Arlyn Hawley - Media 

Receiving:    Mary Colley, Pat Dwinell 
Ribbons:    Pat Schroder 
Signs:     Kyle Howington 
Show Treasurer:   Julie Allen 
Vendors:    Anita Heady, Cleo Ward 
Accessories and Home Decor:            Mary Ann Cox, Ginny Lynch 

YLI Thead Sales   Anne Hill 
 
Raffle Quilt was made by the Guild, Bobbie Monk handled raffle quilt 
promotion and ticket sales.   

 

 
 

For making our 
 2015  

Quilt Show 

a success! 
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 Give Yourselves 
       a Great Big 
     Pat on the Back! 

To all the many helpers, 

Both guild members and their friends, 
Who made this quilt show a success, 

We want to extend our heartfelt 

Thanks 

And 
Appreciation!!! 

    Sincerely, Frances Arnold 
 

And a great big thanks as well to our wonderful        

husbands, who helped us so much with the quilt show. 


